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ABSTRACT 

Fusion-like reactions induced on medium mass targets by 27 MeV 
per nucléon argon projectiles were studied. The properties of evapo
ration residues and binary fission fragments, both cold remnants of 
fusion nuclei, show that highly excited nuclei were produced, near 
the temperature of instability of nuclear matter. Fission-evaporation 
competition in the deexcitation of these nuclei is reflected in the 
ratio of fission and residue cross sections, which provides a way of 
studying the role of prefission evaporation and fission barriers in 
the deexcitation process. 

* Experiment performed at Ganil - Caen (France) 
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I INTRODUCTION 

The fusion process between two heavy ions has been extensively 

studied at low incident energies ; i t occurs for central collisions 

and is characterized by a complete transfer of linear and angular 

momentum, and the total available energy is transformed into excita

tion energy. The deexcitation of fusion nuclei is rather well known 

and proceeds through particle evaporation, or fission, or both, with 
1-2) 

relative probabilities well described by a statistical model . As 

the incident energy increases, direct high energy light particles 

are observed, most likely emitted at an early stage of the reaction. 

They take away part of the incident linear and angular momentum, and 

part of the available energy. This phenomenon is known as incomplete 

fusion, or fusion-like process and, following various codels, direct 

particles are said to originate from hot spots , or Fermi-jets , 
8-11) or preequilibrium processes ' . The onset of direct particle emission 

occurs for relative velocities at contact around c/lû (typically 

7-8 MeV per nucléon for Ar projectiles on medium targets). The increase 

of direct particle multiplicity with incident energy is correlated 

with a decrease of the average percentage of l inear momentum transferr

ed (LMT) to fusion- l ike nuclei . This ef fect is clearly seen on the 

systematic pattern of LMT to fusion- l ike nuclei with masses larger 

than 100, produced by an extensive set of project i les ranging from 

"He to i 0 A r " ' . The decrease of LMT is roughly l inear up to i n c i 

dent energies around 30 MeV per nucléon. Above this energy a depen

dence of LMT on project i le mass seems to appear " . This raises 

the question of the role of excitat ion energy on fusion processes, as 

for a given relat ive velocity the excitation energy w i l l increase with 
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projectile sass. A comparison J of fusion-like reactions induced 

by Ar projectiles on various targets fr*>» Al to I) ' ' • ' snows 

a gradual decline of fusion processes when the excitation energy 

brought into the fusion nuclei reaches a maximum limit . Expressed in 

MeV per nucléon, this limit is higher for light systems than for heavy 

ones, in good agreement with crit ical excitation energies predicted 

by theoretical studies of the static prop»"ties of hiahly excited 
2'-24) 25) 

nuclei ' o r energy thresholds for multifragmentation ' . 

The limiting excitation energies are ver/ high, corresponding 

in al l cases to temperatures larger than S MeY. Therefore incomplete 

fusion reactions induced by projectiles such as Ar between 20 and 

30 MeV per nucléon provide a unique way to study the deexcitation of 

very hot nuclei. Important questions can be addressed, concerning the 

fission-evaporation competition or cluster evaporation (Li - Me), for 

example. Indeed i t has been known for several years that classical 

statistical models already fa i l to explain prefission particle evapo

ration observed for Ar induced reactions at 8 MeV per nucléon . 

What happens at much tpgher temperatures remains an open question. 

In this paper the reactions induced by 27 MeV per nucléon argon 

project i les on s i l ver and holmium targets are reported. Such medium 

mass systems are the best to study fission-evaporation competition 

for fusion-l ike nucle i , which happened to be produced at excitat ion 

energies very near the c r i t i c a l value. Partial results on the Ar - Ag 
27) system have already been published , concerning essentially neavy 

fusion residues. These results are now completed by the fus ion- f is 

sion data. After the experimental technique (sect. I I ) , the heavy 

residue and f ission results (sect, i l l ) are presented, followed by a 

discussion of tha characteristics ov fusion- l ike processes (sect. IV). 
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Then fission-evaporation competition is quantitatively analyzed in 

l i gh t of recent calculations, tn the last section the possible s i 

gnature of heavy cluster evaporation in the residue angular distribu

tions is discussed , with the help of a Monte-Carlo simulation. 

I I EXPERIMENT 

The 1090 MeV *°Ar beam was delivered by the Ganil fac i l i ty . 

The beam direction was precisely defined by monitoring the elastic 

scattering on both sides of the beam. Thin targets of natural silver 

and holmium were used, in order to minimize the experimental veloci

ty threshold. The silver target (270 ug/cm* areal density) was self-

supporting whereas the holmiumtarget (210 pg/cm2) was deposited onto 

a 2S6 ug/cm2 aluminum backing. A thicker silver target (930 ug/cm2) 

was used to study the fission correlations, to improve the statistics. 

Reaction products were detected by means of a time-of-flight 

telescope subtending a solid angle of 7 x 10"5 sr. The fl ight path 

was equal to 1.25 m, and an angular range from'6 to 50° was explored. 

The stop detector was a 150 urn low-res is t iv i ty surface barrier detec

to r , whereas the star t detector consisted of a thin carbon f o i l asso

ciated with channel plates. Magnesium oxide was evaporated on the 

carbon f o i l to increase detection eff iciency of products for which 

the stopping power, of carbon is small. 

Fission correlations were studied by detecting the coincident 

partner in a large area (20 x 20 cm2) paral lel plate avalanche counter 

(PPAC), located on the other side of the beam. In addition to the 

t ime-of - f l ight difference between the coincident fragments, the PPAC 

provided the in and out-of-plane angles of the second fragment through 
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two localization signals. The "OF telescope was then set at 20" (Ag 
target) and 25' (Ho target) ; these angles were carefully chosen to 
prevent any kinematical bias when detecting fission following the 
largest linear momentum transfers. Two positions of the PPAC were 
necessary in each case to cover the whole fission correlation. 

The beam intensity, typically 100 electricalnA when performing 
singles measurements, was reduced to 15 nA during the fission coinci
dence measurements, to avoid excessive counting rates on the PPAC. 
Moreover the electron noise, visible on all signals from this detec
tor, was satisfactorily decreased by applying a high voltage on the 
target ladder (25 kV). 

Ill DATA ANALYSIS 
A - HEAVY RESIDUES : evaporation residues ? 

Results from singles measurements in the TOF telescope will 
first be examined. Fig. 1 presents mass-velocity diagrams measured 
at 6° for the two systems studied. For the Ho target, the contribution 
from the Al backing has been subtracted. Both exhibit the same gross 
features : a bulk of heavy residues, centered at a mass value smaller 
than the target mass by about 20 u, and at a velocity somewhat lower 
than that of the center-of-mass. On the light mass side the lower 
velocity part of the light fragment spectrum is visible'" , as only 
those nuclei which stop in the solid state detector have been displayed 
in these figures. 

Finally between these two groups, a third one is visible, more 
clearly for ;:he Ar + Ho reaction than for the Ar + Ag one, wnich will 
be attributed to fission fragments (see next subsection). 
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Can the heavy residues be called "evopeiotum tw-tduw*? To 

answer this question, a closer examination of their characteristics 

is needed. For this purpose the residue zones have been divided into 

four bins of 11-12 u, for which the velocity spectra were analyzed. 

Indeed, i f one is dealing with evaporation residues of fusion 

nuclei, having emitted particles isotropically in space, their velo

city distribution in the fusion nuclei reference frame is Maxwellian : 

dsc/d£Jdv ct v* exp(-v*/2s*). After transformation into the lab. system 

the residue velocity spectra at the lab. angle 8 become : 

d*o/dfldv a v* exp(-vj. sin*9/2s*) exp - ( ( v -v r cos6)*/2s*),where v r is 

the recoil velocity of the fusion nuclei in the lab. Therefore the 

Lorentz-invariant distribution v"2d2c/dfldv is a gaussian, centered 

at the value v„ cose, r 
For the mass bins defined above, the invariant velocity spec

tra measured at five angles are displayed in fig. 2. In all cases, 
except the highest mass bin, the velocity spectra are reasonably well 
fitted by gaussian distributions. The position < v > of the maximum 
is shifted towards lower velocities : 

i) at one angle when the mass of the residues is increased. 
The shift remains however rather small for the three lower bins, and 
increases suddenly for the highest one of each system. This and the 
non-gaussian shape of the spectra suggest a strong contribution from 
peripheral collisions (i.e. low recoil velocities) in the production 
of these nuclei whose masses are close to the target mass. Therefore 
they will not be considered in the following analysis. Besides, our 
experimental threshold (̂  0.5 cm/ns) prevents the observation of most 
peripheral collision residues. 
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ii) for a given mass bin when the detection angle is increased. 
More precisely it follows the cosine of this angle, as shown in 
fig. 3, where the values < v >/(»««• cose) appear nearly constant 
versus d. It should be noted that for the system Ar + Ho, at 50°, 
the maximum could not be observed because of the experimental veloci
ty threshold. 

The shape of the velocity spectra and the variation of their 
maximum versus 8 are first clues that the observed heavy residues may 
be evaporation residues. It follows from fig. 3 that the average recoil 
velocity of the fusion-like nuclei, from which the measured residues 
originate, increases when the mass of the residues decreases. As will 
be stated later, this means that the lower measured masses are pre
ferentially associated with the largest LMT, and consequently with 
the largest mass and excitation eneroy transfers. The influence cf 
the growing number of evaporated particles appears as an increase in 
the width of the velocity spectra when the residue mass decreases. 

A confirmation of this influence is given by the examination 
of angular distributions, plotted as da/dd, for the different mass 
bins (fig. 4 ) . First, the positions of the maxima around 10 - 15", 
despite the high recoil velocities, indicate an important evaporation 
effect. A closer inspection shows that this maximum is shifted towards 
larger angles when the residue mass decreases, as can be expected if 
more particles are evaporated. 

In summary, the characteristics of the angular and velocity 
distributions of these heavy residues are strong arguments that they 
are evaporation residues from fusion-like nuclei. 
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B - FISSION 

To search for binary fission events, a coincidence between the 

TOF telescope and the PPAC was required. The coincidence requirement 

selects in the mass-velocity space the intermediate zone between heavy 

residues and light fragments, which appears clearly in f i g . 1 for the 

Ar + Ho system. Fission events were more precisely selected by impos

ing gates on the mass and velocity of fragments detected in the TOF 

telescope, and also on the relative velocity of the coincident frag

ments. The final result appears in f ig . 5, which is a diagram of the 

number of events in a mass (TOF)-correlation angle plane. A11 the 

selected events l ie in a zone delimited by lines representing calculat-
29) ed correlations , assuming binary fission after LMT equal to 1 to 

0.6 times projectile momentum, and the same energy removed per nucléon 

as deduced from the residue data (see sect. V.A). This is a clear 

signature of fission following a fusion-like process. 

IV FUSION-LIKE PROCESS CHARACTERISTICS 

A - LINEAR MOMENTUM TRANSFER 

From their recoil ve loc i ty , one can derive the linear momentum 

transferred to the fusion- l ike nuclei . We have performed this calcula

t ion assuming an incomplete fusion mechanism : only a f ract ion of the 

pro ject i le nucléons fuses with the target, the remaining nucléons 

being ejected close to 0° with the beam veloci ty . The l inear momentum, 

p, transferred to the fusion- l ike nuclei with recoil velocity v is 

then related to the project i le momentum p.= by the relat ion : 
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where the subscripts p and t refer to projectile and target. For 
evaporation residues, the calculation has been performed for the 
whole zone delimited by the dashed lines in fig. 1. The most probable 
values are (0.64 + 0.06) p 1 for Ar + Ag, and (0.74 * 0.03} p 1 for 
Ar + Ho. One observes a rather large difference between the two sys
tems, which will be discussed later. 

For fission, the projection of figure 5 on the (Ô, • 6.) axis 
g 4ves the angular correlation distributions (fig. 6) as they are 

21) generally presented for fissile systems . In figure 6, the momentum 
scale is deduced from the angular scale by assuming symmetric splitt
ing. The most probable LMT for fusion-fission events, deduced from 
the recoil velocity at the maximum of the correlation, are about 
0.9 p., for Ar + Ag and 0.8 p* for Ar + Ho. But it is evident from 
fig. 5 that the mass distribution of fission fragments introduces a 
much larger spread in the correlation angle when the lighter fragment 
rather than the heavy one is detected in theTOF telescope. To get more 
precise results, the measured mass asymmetry of fission fragments was 
used to calculate, event by event, the recoil velocity of the fission
ing nuclei. Further assumptions are required, namely that the fission
ing nucleus flies in the beam direction, and that evaporation does not 
modify the mass asymmetry significantly. The first assumption is rea
sonable in view of experimental results * which show that the width 
of the recoil angle distribution of fissioning nuclei is about 10 c, 
for central collisions. The second assumption requires the sharing 
of excitation energy proportional to fragment masses. If R is the 
ratio M./M», fragment one being detected in the TOF telescope, then 
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v * —!— (sin 6, tan (ir/2 - 6,) * cos 9.) (2) 

One therefore obtains a recoil velocity spectrum at zero degrees, 

which is plotted in f i g . 7 and compared with the residue velocity 

spectrum measured at 6° . 

I t appears that , for the Ar + Ho system, the residue and 

f iss ion spectra are rather similar both in posit ion and shape ; only 

a s l igh t l y higher mean velocity is obtained fo r the f issioning nuc le i , 

together with a smaller width. Conversely, the residue and f iss ion 

spectra fo r the Ar • Ag system are very d i f ferent : the l a t t e r has a 

much higher mean veloc i ty , and i t s width is s ign i f icant ly snai ler . 

This large difference indicates that the deexcitation phase introduces 

a selection in LMT for th is system. This w i l l be discussed in section 

V. The values of most probable LMT are summarized in table 1 . F ina l l y , 

one can also note that the most probable LH1" fo r f iss ioning nuclei 

derived from the velocity spectra i s somewhat lower than that deduc

ed from the maximum of the angular correlat ion for the Ar + Ag sys

tem (0.3 pj compared to Q.9 p^), while i t is roughly trie same for the 

Ar + Ho system (about 0.8 p J . The difference gives an idea on the 

error introduced by the symmetric sp l i t t i ng approximation ; i t is not 

negligible for the l igh tes t system considered here. 

B) CROSS-SECTIONS 

Fusion - l i ke cross-sections for the two systems have been de

rived by summing evaporation residue and f iss ion cross sections 

(table 1). The former were obtained by integration of the angular 
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distributions ( f ig . 4 ) , while the latter were derived assuming angu

lar distributions proportional to 1/s1n8 in the fissioning nuclei 

f ram. The ratio of fission and evaporation residue cross-sections 

reflects fission-evaporation competition, «nidi Mill be discussed in 

next section. 

Fusion cross-sections measured here are much sisal 1er than those 

measured at 8.S Me7 per nucléon, which amount to about 1250 Mb 1n 

both cases \ Therefore one observes a strong decrease of the 

fusion-like cross-section when the bombarding energy is increased. 

Actually this decrease 1s expected to start around 8 JteV per nucléon, 

due to the existence of an angular momentum l i a i t to fusion which 
33 j 

arises from friction forces . Moreover, the weakening of mean f1el< 

effects with Increasing energy should also lead to a decrease of 

fusion cross-sections. I f one assumes that fusion-like reactions oc

cur for the most central collisions, with a sharp I cut-off, the I n i 

t ial partial waves leading to these reactions can be deduced from the 

fusion cross-sections. Although i t might be a mere chance, i t is in

teresting to note that the maximum % for fusion " l f u s " found at 27 HeV 

per nucléon is very close to the Bass J ^ m for both systems (120 ri 

for Ar + Ag and 137 M for Ar + Ho). In f i g . 3 the ratio i f , . - ^ ™ * *s 

displayed versus the incident energy for the two systems studied. 

The behavior of this ratio is the same for the two reactions ; the 

percentage of init ial partial waves leading to fusion-like reactions 

decreases strongly with increasing bombarding energy, down to about 

30 % at 27 MeV per nucléon. 
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V OEEXCITATION OF HOT NUCLEI 

A) EXCITATION ENERGIES 

The excitation energies given to the fusion-like nuclei can 

be calculated in the franwork of the Incomplete fusion picture : 

E £ - B - *Q (3) 
m (m • » t ) 

if m nucléons of the projectile fuse with the target. There is a lar

ge uncertainty of the value of the n s s balance. 0, which depends 

strongly on whether the projectile nucléons which do not fuse escape 

as free nucléons or as bound particles. An average value was taken to 

calculate the excitation energies listed in table II, where the uncer-
* 

tainty of c reflects only the uncertainty on Q. The nost probable 

final mass < M > corresponding to a given value of p can be obtained 

from fig. 1 (dashed - dotted line). Therefore one can derive the ave

rage number of nucléons evaporated and the average energy removed per 

nucléon,e. Table II summarizes all these calculations. One observes 

that, if the fusion nucleus mass increases with p, the average final 

mass varies in the reverse way. This is indeed what is expected if 

the excitation energy varies as indicated by equation (3), and if 

the energy removed per nucléon is roughly constant. 

The rather low values of the energy removed per nucléon, despite 

the high temperatures of the fusion-like nuclei (T > 5 MeV), indicate 

that a large fraction of nucléons are evaporated as clusters (a and 

possibly heavier fragments). Assuming, as a first approximation, that 

only neutrons, protons and a particles are evaporated and that the 

average temperature along the decay chain is equal to 2/3 the initial 
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temperature ' , one can estimate the relative yield of s particles 

froa the observed values of e. i t is found that half the evaporated 

nucléons should be bound into a particles for Ar • Ag, ana 40 i for 

Ar • Ho. The neutron to proton ratio was taken equal to 3 (which 

corresponds to roughly equal numbers of protons and alpnas). but any 

larger value would give the saw a yields. Indeed high a «uUipl ic i -

ties have been observed experimentally for nuclei with s in i ' i r exci

tation energies . By taking into account binary fission kinetic 

energy, one can calculate in the same way the excitation energy of 

fission fragments, which is given in the last line of table I I ; the 

average final rcass is known experimentally ( f ig . 9 ) , as well as the 

most probable LHT. The energy removed per nucléon appears to be very 

close to that found for evaporation residues, which justifias a pos

teriori the assumption made in sect. I I I . 3 . 

When fusion-like nuclei undergo fission, information on their 

excitation energies can be derived from the width of the out-of-plane 

distribution of fission fragments. These distributions are displayed 

in f ig . 10, and their widths listed in table I I I . At such excitation 

energies the variance of the distribution can be well approximated by 

the expression : 

a2 * Z 1/p* < E > n (1 + n/tt) (4) 

where : 

< £ > is the average kinetic energy of evaporated particles : 

(< £ > = B + 4/3 T), B being the barrier to evaporation 

n is the total number of nucléons removed by these particles, 

from a total initial mass equal to H ; 

P_ is the average momentum of the fission fragments. 
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The summation is over all types of particles, but we have 
considered only p, n and a. Their relative yields Mere derived as 
explained before. The value of the initial temperatures of fission
ing nuclei thus derived are Indicated as T f In table 111. Expression 
(4), however, is valid if all particles are evaporated by the fission 
fragments. It has been known for some years that some of then are 
evaporated by the fusion nuclei prior to fission * . In the ex
treme • and unrealistic - case where all particles would be emitted 
prior to fission, the width would be given by an equation similar 
to (4), with the impulse of the fusion nucleus replacing that of the 
fission fragment. Temperatures so calculated are listed as T, in 
table ill. and realistic temperatures can be found in between T. and 
T., in agreement with what can be deduced from the excitation energies. 

Residue, as well as fission characteristics indicate that the 
simple reaction scheme used all along gives a rather good estimate of 
the physical quantities involved in the reactions studied here. Par
ticularly one has confidence that the calculated values of the excita
tion energies are quite realistic. The most probable excitation energy 
of fusion-like nuclei is about 500-600 MeV for both systems, and the 
distribution extends up to more than 700 MeV ; this indicates that 
nuclei have been formed in extreme conditions, close to the limit of 
instability. 

B) DEEXCITATI0N : FISSION-EVAPORATION COMPETITION 
Having formed such hot nuclei, one can wonder how they will 

deexcite. Both evaporation residues and fission fragments have been 
observed as cold remnants of these hot fusion nuclei, which gives 
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the capability of s'udyino the fission-evaporation conoetition ai 

very high excitation energy. 

The evolution of the ratio ffep/(aER * a n s s ' - i t h i n c 1 < J e n t 

energy is displayed in f ig . 11. Tor both systems, a change of the 

slope is observed when the bonbardlng energy reaches 8-9 MeY per nu

cléon, indicating Inhibition of the fission path in favor of the 

evaporation path. Two reasons can be found to explain this evolution. 

Firstly, as was stated In the introduction, the onset of incomplete 

fusion occurs in this energy region, lowering .nasses and atomic num

bers of fusion-like nuclei and therefore their fission probability. 

The second reason can be found in the deexcitation process itself and 

will be examined more closely. 

Since the pioneer work of Alexander et a l . * and from more 
37 38) recent studies * we know that prefission evaporation occurs when 

temperatures larger than about 3 MeV are reached. This evaporation is 

now well understood, at least qualitatively, in terms of particle 

emission time and fission time ' ' . T o reach the saddle point, times 

as long as a few 10~ 2 1 s are needed and these times become, with 

increasing excitation energies, of the order of or larger than parti 

cle emission times. Therefore the fission channel is fully open only 

when fusion-like nuclei have already lost a non-negligible part of 

their excitation energy, and several mass and atomic number units ; 

this dynamical effect probably overcomes the decrease of fission 
42 431 barriers due to high temperatures ' and angular momenta, so 

that globally the fission probability decreases. 

Let us come now to the observations made here at very high 

excitation energies (table I ) , and consider f i rs t the Ar * Ho sys-
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tem. Very close average LMT have been found for all fusion-like 
nuclei, whether they subsequently undergo fission or give birth to 
evaporation residues. This is a signature that the deexcitation phase 
does not introduce any selection in the population of fusion-like 
nuclei resulting of the preequilibrium stage. This is possible only 
if the role of the fission barrier 1s negligible, at least at the 
beginning of the deexcitation. For the zone of nuclei reached in 
the Ar + Ho reaction, the evolution of the fission barrier with tem-

44 ; perature and angular momentum is qualitatively given in fig. 12.a '. 
It follows that, whatever the LMT, the initial excitation energy is 
high enough to annihilate the fission barrier. The large observed 
proportion of residues can nevertheless be explained by prefission 
evaporation ;for example for an excitation energy of 200 MeV, the 

154 fraction of residues observed for Ar + --Sin is three times that 
measured for Ar + ? 60y . The angular momentum distribution, very 
difficult to estimate properly, can be assumed to be similar over 

45) all the fusion-like nuclei population '. It turns out, therefore, 
that the Ar + Ho reactions at 27 MeV per nucléon produce an ensemble 
of fusion-like nuclei well suited for fission-evaporation competition 
calculations. 

Fusion-like nuclei from the Ar + Ag system behave very diffe
rently ; it appears that the average LMT values corresponding tc fis
sion and residues are far apart ; unlike the Ar + Ho system, deexcita
tion introduces a selection in the fusion-like nuclei population. It 
is well known tha' fissility strongly decreases in the region of the 
nuclei produced here and therefore fission is really competitive only 
for the heaviest nuclei, i.e. those produced through the largest LMT. 
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Moreover, fig. 12.b shows that for uris zone of nuclei ' the effect 
of angular momentum is now predominant. 

Finally it can be emphasized that if multiplicity studies of 
particles evaporated prior to fission give direct information about 
fission-evaporation competition at the beginning of the deexcitation, 
residue and fission cross-sections reflect the competition over the 
whole chain ; therefore they can bo used for more quantitative compa
risons with calculations. 

VI INFLUENCE OF HEAVY CLUSTER EVAPORATION ON VELOCITY AMD ANGULAR 
DISTRIBUTION 
I t was noticed in sect. I l l that residue angular d ist r ibut ions 

were broad and extended up to large angles. One general 1. expects 

evaporation residues to be focused in a narrow cone around the beam 

di rect ion, even at high energy,as the large recoil velocity nearly 

compensates for an increased number of evaporated par t ic les . Broader 

angular distr ibut ions would be expected, however, i f heavy cluster 

evaporation becomes non-negligible. Such evaporation has been shown 

to occur in 30 MeV/nucleon 3He induced reactions in Ag targets, but 
471 with low probabil i ty ' . 

In the case of the Ar + Ag reaction studied here, inclusive 
281 

data on heavy clusters (Z = 3 to 11) have been obtained . By study

ing the i r energy spectra between 6 and 50", the heavy clusters were 

found to originate from three sources, one of which having a velocity 

close to the average residue veloci ty. Therefore i t appears reasonable 

to test the influence of cluster evaporation on residue characteris

t i c s , as the rat io of cluster to residue cross-section is about 2:1 ' , 
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For this purpose Monte-Carlo simulations were perforaed with 
the help of a modified version of the code LINDA . Only residues 
were studied, no fission competition was included. LMT distribution 
was simulated by emission of "direct" particles, with a gaussian 
velocity distribution in the projectile reference frame. The average 
number of direct nucléons was 14.4 ( < LMT > • 0.64), chosen as 3.2 
neutrons, 3.2 protons and 2 a, with a standard deviation equal to 
2.15. 

Fusion-like nuclei formed after this first step deexcite through 
particle evaporation. Relative emission widths for light particles 
(n, 1 > : . 3 " and 3>"He) were calculated at each step, by means of the 

49) 
formalism of Friedman and Lynch '. Heavy cluster evaporation was in
troduced in the following way : for each event, 2 or 3 clusters (2.1 
on the average, with probabilities proportional to their relative 
cross-sections) were emitted at the beginning of the evaporation chain. 

The possibility that clusters may be emitted in excited states 
was taken into account by a proper modification of their binding 
energy '. The remaining excitation energy was then dissipated through 
light particle emission as before. Two simulations were performed, 
with and without cluster evaporation. The average final mass is well 
reproduced by the calculation, but the width of the calculated mass 
distribution is about half the experimental width : this may come par
tly from the experimental resolution. 

The velocity distribution (fig. 13) and the calculated spectrum 
agree rather well when heavy clusters are evaporated. The most inte
resting effect of heavy cluster evaporation appears on angular distri
butions. It increases significantly both the position of the maximum 
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and the width, and introduces a tail at large angles. However these 
effects are not sufficient to reproduce the experimental distributions. 
One «hould keep in mind that in the calculated "preequilibrium step", 
only light particles (Z < 2) with the beam velocity have been consi
dered. If some heavier clusters are emitted during this step with 
velocities equal to or lower than the beam velocity,an increased 
transverse momentum would be given to the fusion-like nuclei, broa
dening the angular distribution of residues. Experiments where tnese 
heavy clusters would be detected in coincidence with residues are 
now necessary to clarify this point. We think nevertheless that the 
inclusive data presented in this paper do support a rather large 
cluster evaporation probability. 
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SUMMARY 
Through inclusive measurements of nuclei formed in 27 HeV/nucleon 

Ar induced reactions in Ag and Ho, it is shown that fusion-like reac
tions still occur at this intermediate energy ; they account for 15 * 
cf the reaction cross-section. Fusion-like nuclei have been characte
rized through the properties of their cold remnants, either evapora
tion residues or fission fragments. All these properties show that 
fusion-like nuclei were formed with a very high excitation energy, 
close do the limits predicted by different theoretical models. Cross-
section fractionation between ER and fission shows that fission barriers 
still play an important role, even at high excitation energy, due to 
the very short particle emission time as compared to fission time. 
Finally the broad residue angular distributions observed could be 
partly explained by a sizeable evaporation of heavy clusters. 

We wish to thank the GANIL operating crew, the computer staff, 
and J.L. CIFFRE for their support during the experiment. We are 
grateful to G. PEASLEE for careful reading of the manuscript. 
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T A B L E 1 

RESIDUES 
o(inb) P/P 

FISSION 
a(ffib) p/p, 

Ar + Ag 

Ar + Ho 

290 + 45 0.64 • 0.06 

160 *• 25 0.74 + 0.03 

160 + 30 0.80 + 0.06 

400 + 50 0.78 • 0.08 

FUSION 
<,(*) P/P, - e f ( J S -

450 • 76 0.70 • 0.06 126 • Il 

560 • 75 0.77 • 0.05 155 • 10 



T A B L E 2 

Ar + Ag 

p/p1 
m t m. < M > nevap E* e 

0.95 146 84 i 2 62 704 ±1 11.3 tO.4 

0.35 142 86 • 2 56 630 t 15 11.2*0.7 

0.75 138 88 i 2 50 551 t 30 11.Oi l .1 

0.65 !34 91 ±2 43 468 t 45 10.91 1.5 

0.55 130 93 i 2 37 381 160 10.3 ± 2.1 

0.80 140 88 52 564 10.9 

Ar » Ho 

" • " t < N > "evap C * 

203 14012 63 74511 11.810.4 

199 143 12 56 663 115 11.810.7 

195 146i 2 4<f 576 1 30 11.8! 1.1 

191 150 12 41 484 14b 11.8t 1.7 

187 153 2 34 390155 11.512.3 

197 144 53 619 11.7 

^i 



T A B L E 3 

FWIIH Al l evaporation 
from F.F 

T1 

All evaporation 
before fission /8E*/A 

Ar + Ag 

A- • Ho 

20 ± 1° 

17 ± 1° 

4.0 i 0.7 

3.1 ± 0.6 

7.6 t 1.3 

6.0 i 1.3 

5.7 

5.0 
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FIGURE CAPTIONS 

Figure 1 : Mass velocity spectra of the products measures at S' for 
Ar * Ag and Ar * Ho. The arrows Indicate full momentum transfer (FHT) 
velocities. Dashed lints delinit the zones of products identified as 
evaporation residues. Oashed-dotted lines join the most probable masses 
for each velocity. 

Figure 2 : Velocity spectra measured at different angles for given 
mass bins of heavy residues. The Unes correspond to gaussian fits 
except for the heavier mass bin of each system, and all 50° data for 
Ar • Ho. 

Figure 3 : Evolution of the most probable velocity, divided by FHT 
velocity, with the detection angle. 

Figure 4 : Angular distributions of evaporation residues. 

Figure 5 : Correlation between the measured mass of one fission 
fragment and the correlation angle 8^ + 9?. The size of the points is 
proportional to the number of counts. Solid lines represent the expect
ed correlations for binary fission following LMT equal to 100 %, 80 % 

and 60 % (see text). Crosses on these lines correspond to symmetric 
splitting. 



?9 

Figure à : Angular correlation distributions of fission fragments, 

integrated over out-of-plane angles ; circles and triangles correspond 

to tvn positions of the PPAC. Arrows indicate 1.MT values for symmetric 

fission. 

Figure 7 : Velocity spectra measured close to the beam direction 

for evaporation residues (black circles) and fissioning nuclei (open 

circles). Solid lines correspond to gaussian f i t s , a l l maxima have 

been arbitrari ly normalized t o i . Arrows Indicate FMT velocities. 

Figure 8 Percentage of ini t ia l partial waves leading to fusion-

l i ke process as a function of incident energy per nucléon over the 

barrier. 1 , is deduced from a. within a sharp cut-off approximation. 

Figure 9 : Mass distribution of fission fragments. 

Figure 10 : Out of plane distribution of f iss ion fragments, summed 

over a l l - i n plane correlations. 

Figure 11 : Evolution of residue over fusion- l ike cross-sections 

with incident energy. Solid lines are drawn as a visual guide through 

experimental data from ref . 26, 30, 31 and this work. 

Figure 12 : Evolution of f iss ion barriers with temperature and 
44 46) angular momentum ' . Only the shapes of the contours are relevant, 

as absolute values are certainly overestimated. 
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Figure 13 : Velocity spectra at 6' (top) and angular distribution 
of evaporation residues froa the Ar * Ag reaction. The result: of 
simulations without (dashed lines) and with (solid lines) heavy 
cluster evaporation are compared with experimental data (points). 
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TABLE CAPTIONS 

Table 1 : Measured cross-sections and most probable LMT for evapo

ration residues, fusion-f ission and fusion-Uke reactions. 

Table 2 : Calculated and measured quantit ies related to fusion-Uke 

process, as a function of LMT : mass of the fusion- l ike nuclei (m + m J , 

most probable f ina l mass « M >, from the dashed-dotted l ines in f i g . 1), 

number of evaporated nucléons (n » m + m t - < M > ) , tota l excitat ion 

energy E from eq. 3, and average energy removed per nucléon (e • E / n ) . 

The last l ine of the table refers to fus ion- f iss ion, < M > being now 

twice the most probable mass deduced from f i g . 9. 

Table 3 : Comparison of temperatures of f issioning nuclei extracted 

from the width of the out-of-plane distr ibut ions (see t ex t ) , and deduc

ed from the excitat ion energy. 
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